Newly Implemented Changes Work to Improve Alliance Audit Process

Alliance Audit Committee

"For some, notification of an upcoming Alliance Audit may illicit joy and anticipation to highlight the great work your research staff are doing to conduct clinical trials. For the rest of us, the thought of having an audit brings fear and anxiety as Alliance auditors are coming to judge the work that we do each day and it might not measure up." Read more.

Spotlight on Alliance Trials

Recently Activated Trial
A022001 (Pancreatic Endocrine Tumors)
A032001/MAIN CAV Study (Metastatic Urothelial Cancer)
Learn more about Alliance cancer control studies in these areas:

- Cancer in the Older Adult
- Health Disparities
- Health Outcomes
- Prevention
- Symptom Intervention
- Cancer Care Delivery Research

Funding Opportunities for Alliance Members

The Alliance for Clinical Trials in Oncology Foundation announces a request for proposals to support research focused on addressing high-priority research areas defined during the Alliance 2020 Scientific Strategic Retreat. Learn more.

A one-time FY22 opportunity for BIQSFP supplement awards to support non-real time (NRT)
Molecular, Clinical, and Prognostic Implications of PTPN11 Mutations in Acute Myeloid Leukemia

Living with and Learning about Neuroendocrine Tumors: A Conversation with Dr. Jaydira Del Rivero

Emerging Adjuvant Therapies in Renal Cell Carcinoma Post-ASCO GU ’22

A Wave of New Cancer Treatments Challenges Community Oncologists to Keep Up